the Governorate of

Adh Dhahirah

The Brand Oman image is one which incorporates elements of the nature of Oman into a unique symbol that represents
the country. The initial design incorporated representations of a dhow (top right), turtle (bottom), frankincense smoke (top
left) and mountains (centre). These images were then developed into the calligraphic Arabic word “Oman”. Choosing a
palette of colours enabled the emphasis of the everyday scenes that make Oman unique. Here our range of colours
highlight the leisure that can be enjoyed in Oman; Salalah's khareef, Oman's seas and the purple that envelopes the sky
before dawn breaks over the desert.
We are proud of our Brand Oman and hope you will recognise it as you travel through our beautiful and hospitable country.
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Flowing West from the great peaks of some of northern Oman's most iconic mountains towards the border with Saudi Arabia in the Ar Rub Al Khali, Adh
Dhahirah Governorate, is an impressive part of Oman. The natural scenery is reason enough to visit this very accessible region of Oman, but add in some
UNESCO World Heritage Sites which date back over 4,000 years and a selection of Oman's finest forts and it easily becomes a 'must see'.
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Ibri
Ibri is one of Oman's largest towns and the largest in Adh Dhahirah. Around 300 kilometers from Muscat, it is set between the great mountain range of
the Western Hajar Mountains and the vast undulating sand dunes of the Ar Rub Al Khali (Empty Quarter). The original town`s old mud houses
at the foothills of Jabal Faj Ar Raybah Mountain, have been superseded by modern housing

located in the open plain around the main

roads in the area.
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Forts and Castles

Ibri Fort, just a kilometre west of the Ibri-Rustaq road and three kilometres north of the Ibri-Buraymi road, is one of Oman's classic town forts. It may have
been built at the end of the 17th century and offers a fantastic range of rooms to explore. The fort's old mosque on the left hand side of the large courtyard has
an unusual multi-columned interior that includes a prayer area for ladies which indicates that the fort served as a family residence for extended periods of
Visiting Times: Saturday- Thursday : 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Friday : 8:00 am – 11:00 am
Admission fees apply.
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The route to Jabal Misht is easiest from the main Ibri – Bahla road some 30 kilometres from that road's junction to Amlah. The mountain creates a magnificent
backdrop to the UNESCO World Heritage Site tombs at Al Ayn. These tombs are set on the crest of a hill overlooking the Wadi Al Ayn . Arranged in a row of
over 20 small towers, these are the famed 'Beehive' Tombs that form part of the Bat UNESCO World Heritage Site. The tombs date from the 3rd millennium
BC and each tomb may have been used for dozens of burials over an extended period of many decades. Despite being constructed using local stone in a
simple 'dry-stone' wall method, these tombs have survived the millennia remarkably well. Visitors should not interfere with them, to avoid damage to their
structure.
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North of Ibri, along the main Ibri-Rustaq road, are the twin settlements of Al Araqi and Al Aynayn. Their
forts are a delightful contrast, one newly restored, the other beautifully atmospheric and showing all the
signs of its age. With three storeys, Al Aynayn Fort still dominates its plain. Built in the same style and 30
years after the castles of Jabrin and Al Hazm, the opposing canon towers have crumbled away leaving
the square building set around a deep interior courtyard. Just a few meters away to the east are the
remains of the old settlement of Al Aynayn, now surrounded by modern buildings.
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Beyond Ibri, to the north-west is Yanqul with the picturesque
Bayt Al Marah Castle. The town is dominated by Jabal Hawra
whose peak seems to change shape as you travel along the road
below it. Surrounded with date Palm gardens and close to the
remains of an abandoned mud village the fort will be a highlight of
any visit to Adh Dhahirah governorate. Dating from the 17th
century AD, the walls surround an extensive range of buildings,
including a traditional mosque. Inside the fort a large Tamarind
Tree adds a beautiful patch of shade throughout the year.
Visiting Times: Saturday- Thursday : 9:00 am – 3:00 pm Friday
: 8:00 am – 11:00 am . Admission fees apply
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From Ibri, travelling towards Buraymi for some 35
kilometres will bring you to the small Al Maamur Castle.
This fortified home protects the date oasis behind it
and the falaj system which collects water from low hills
less than a kilometer to the north-east.
Visiting Times:
Saturday- Thursday : 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Friday : 8:00 am – 11:00 am
Admission fees apply.
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Natural Landmarks
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The village of Al Ayn lends its name to Wadi Al Ayn which runs below the eastern slopes of Jabal Misht. With a good water supply, the village is blessed with
a luxuriant date oasis bordering the road. Behind the date trees are the remains of the old village ; scattered on the slopes of the low surrounding hills are the
vestige of walls of even older buildings.
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North east of Jabal Misht is Wadi Damm, whose flood waters empty
into Wadi Al Ayn. Damm village is located where several wadis join,
and as a result has a well-watered date oasis. The palms hide a
scattering of old mud housing including fortified mansions. There is a
small spring in one of the valleys which acts as the source for the
falaj. Walks from here take you to the main slopes of Jabal Shams.
The rock formations will be familiar to mountain walkers from other
countries, for this is karst limestone which provides a solid, if very
fissured, surface to walk on.
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Wadi Al Hajir
The wadi is located less than 10 kilometers from the village of Ain Al Sawarekh at Wadi Al Ayn, in Wilayat Ibri. Its tributaries cascade from the western peaks
of Jabal Al Akhdhar that stretch from the north of Jabal Misht until O'qbat Shaninah, which separates Wadi Al Hajir from the other wadis flowing to Bilad Al
Shohoom and through to the town of Maqniyat. O'qbat Shaninah is considered as extension of one of the slopes of Jabal Al Akhdar, from which it descends
to join other wadis, such as Wadi A'her, Wadi Al Hara and Wadi O'eher, as they unite together to form wadi Al Hajir. This wadi is accessible from the village of
Al Dareez passing by the village of Bat and Al Banah on to the village of Al Hajir over some 34 kilometers. It can also be reached from the turn leading to Wadi
Al A'in through the village of Ain Al Sawrekh along some 37 kilometers.
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Behind Al Araqi is Jabal As-Subaykhi, whose
western slopes are karst limestone with
numerous attractive wadis cut into it, all of
which open out onto a large, almost
uninhabited, open plain. Al Kittan Cave is
located just over half a kilometer inside a wadi
whose bed has been worn smooth by
millennia of floodwater. Despite the small
entrance, lying almost on the base of the
wadi, it is home to bats who roost in the cave
during the day. The interior of the cave is
coloured including its stalactites and
stalagmites. The cave is currently not
accessible pending development of tourism
facilities.
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North-west from Yanqul, on the road to Sohar is As Sudairain, a small town on the edge of a plain and the chocolate brown ophiolite mountains. Tucked
behind As Sudairain in the wadi is its falaj, the man made water system which irrigates As Sudairain's date oasis. The falaj is edged with oleander with their
characteristic pink flowers that contrast with the rugged rocks behind. Walking along the wadi bed for just under 2 kilometers will bring you to a series of
shallow water pools, the source of the falaj water.
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Connecting the two towns of Dank and Yanqul, Wadi Fida winds for some 25 kilometres through honey coloured mountains. There are several substantial
date oases along its length which is served by an all-weather road. Several tributary wadis allow exploratory walks along their rough surface towards the
undulating heights of up to 300 meters above the main wadi.
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The eastern boundary of Adh Dhahirah is marked by the impressive Jabal Al Kawr, which rises to 2,700 meters. This mountain is one of the least visited
areas in Oman, although its neighbours, Jabals Misht and Shams are well known. The base of the mountain waters many date oases including the villages
of Ablah and Al Ayn to its North and Nadan and Mawal on its West.
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Souq Ibri
Ibri's centre has an interesting market that includes animals auctions at
the weekend and agricultural sales daily. Below Ibri fort, the covered
passage of the souq becomes more active as visitors come for the
animal auction.
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Adh Dhahirah is fortunate to have within the governorate the vast Ar Rub
Al Khali. Oil exploration here has created a series of roads and tracks
that enter the dune fields, most notably in the Ramlat Khaylah in the far
west, where vast tongues of golden sand dunes stretch for kilometre
after kilometre.
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Dance is one of the traditions of Oman whose popularity hasn't waned over time. Most usually performed during a celebratory public occasion such as an Eid
Festival or a marriage these are joyous displays. Dances are usually an ensemble performance event by men, where the dancers and musicians
intermingle, and frequently a musician will participate in a dance. The most usual accompaniment is a drum, often a variety called kasir, which produces a
sharp, loud sound when either hit by the hand or stick. Look out for these celebrations and enjoy the performers vivacity.
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The sound of the hooves as the horses gallop towards the crowds and an occasional 'whoop' from the horsemen, precede the Arabian horses in the displays
of traditional horse riding in the Ad Dhahira Governorate. However there is another sound which accompanies these displays, the jingle of fine Omani silver
which decorates many horses at these events. Held several times during the winter months these events offer an extraordinary spectacle as dozens of
participants ride through.
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Adh Dhahirah Governorate is served by a number of small comfortable
hotels and furnished apartments. These are ideal if you are travelling
through the area or wish a base for touring and exploration. Whichever
your choice, you will be welcomed as a guest and leave as a friend.
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Royal Oman Police (ROP)

Accomodition

Hospitals and Medical Cenrters
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Dear Visitor:

In order to make your visit to Oman a perfect and unforgettable experience, we kindly ask that you observe the following guidelines closely.

General Guidelines
· Please observe the social customs of the Omani society and dress decently.
· Do not make any noise and keep music volume to a minimum when passing through the popular neighborhoods or residential areas.
· Do not photograph people when entering private properties without obtaining prior permission.
· Keep your environment clean. Dispose of litter or garbage in the designated dustbins.
· Make sure that your tour guide holds a valid license from the Ministry of Tourism.

When you visit any village, please:
· Protect the flora and fauna. Don't pick any fruits or vegetables as they are private property and a source of income for the locals.
· The Falaj system is the main source for drinking and irrigation water. Do not pollute it in any way.
· Stick to the specified trails at any tourist destination that you visit.
· Don't park or stop your vehicle in any place other than the designated parking space.

Cruises:
· Deal only with tourist boats licensed to do so, as they are equipped with the safety equipments prescribed by the law.

Visiting the Desert:

· Use a specialized tour guide. It's preferable to make the journey in more than one vehicle and to have GPS devices, along with
the necessary safety means and equipments.
· Visiting hours for forts are subject to change.
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Off-Road Travel:

· Use only 4WD vehicles and make sure you have adequate water, food, fuel and spare tyres. Check your 4WD system for proper functioning.
Inform a close friend of your destination and the expected date of your return.
· Don't camp in the Wadi beds. Flash floods can occur occasionally.

Trekking:
· When trekking in the mountain trails, choose suitable shoes and make sure you have enough food and water. Don't trek alone,
and make sure you know about the roughness and length of such tracks beforehand.

General Instructions to visitors of handicrafts showrooms:
1- Don't touch or move any of the artifacts on display to avoid any damage.
2- Photography is allowed but without touching the exhibited items.
3- Don't leave children unattended and make sure they don't touch or move the displayed potteries so as not to be broken.
4- Do not dispose of litter or garbage inside the exhibited items.
5- The site is equipped with surveillance system to ensure the safety of the collection and to prevent theft.
6- Don't write, draw or put any stickers on the exhibited items.
7- While roaming, be careful not to hit any of the artifacts on display.
8- Use the proper shoes when you visit any archeological sites and avoid any wooden or tapered heel shoes that may cause erosion
or damage to such sites.
9- Don't touch or take away any stones from the archeological sites.
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Tourism`s International Representative Offices

Oman Tourism Office India
Ms. Lubaina Sheerazi Blue Square Consultants
4A, Readymoney Terrace, 3rd Floor, 167 Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli,
Mumbai 400 018. India.
Tel+91 2229256965
Fax:+91 22 66151122
lubaina.sheerazi@bluesquareconsultants.com info@tourismoman.co.in
www.omantourism.gov.om

Oman Tourism Office GCC Countries
Mr. Awadh Al Ketbi, Mr. Gamal Sadek Al Ketbi consultancy
P.o.box 73477, Dubai UAE
Tel:+ 971 4 446 7509
Fax:+ 971 4 427 9731
gamal@alketbigroup.com info@alketbigroup.com
www.alketbigroup.com

Oman Tourism Office France & Swiss Romande
Embassy of Oman – France Rania KHODR
Office de Tourisme du Sultanat d'Oman Ambassade du
Sultanat d'Oman – France
90 rue de Courcelles 75008 Paris – France
Tel :+ 33 1 47 20 56 06
Fax :+ 33 1 47 20 55 80
r.khodr@omantourisme.com info@omantourisme.com
www.omantourisme.com

Oman Tourism Office Benelux – Belguim / Luxemburg
Birgit Defoort, Beatrice Mondelaers, Glenaki
Geerwijnstraat 12, 8000 Brugge, Belgium
Tel:+32 50 61 42 00
Fax:+32 50 61 42 12
birgit@glenaki.com-beatrice@glenaki.com
www.glenaki.be
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Oman Tourism PR Agency – Italy
Paola Cerri I Account Director I AIGO I Milan - Prague
tel +39 02669927.210 I fax +39 026692648
www.aigo.eu
Piazza Caiazzo 3 I 20124 Milan I Italy
Email : p.cerri@aigo.it

Massimo Tochetti
tel +39 02669927.204 I fax +39 0266926481
Email: m.tocchetti@aigo.it
Piazza Caiazzo 3 I 20124 Milan I Italy

Oman Tourism Office German Speaking Countries
Karin Zwiers, Ralf Schepers, Interface International GmbH
Karl-Marx-Allee 91a, 10243 Berlin, Germany
Te:+49 (0)30 42088012
Fax:+49 (0)30 4225 6286
k.zwiers@interface-net.de r.schepers@interface-net.de
info@omantourism.de
www.omantourism.de; www.sultanetoman.com

Oman Tourism Office Benelux – Netherlands
Karin Visser Aviareps Tourism
Beechavenue 104, 1119 PP Schiphol-Rijk, Netherlands
Tel:+31 20 654 15 65
Fax:+31 20 623 01 51
MLeeuwen@aviareps.com
KVisser@aviareps.com infonl@aviareps.com
www.aviarepstourism.nl

Tourism`s International Representative Offices

Oman Tourism Office- Australia and New Zeland
Jacqui Walshe and Mona Tannous The Walshe Group

Oman Tourism Office Scandinavia Countries
Karin Zwiers, Janina Günther Interface International GmbH

Level 6, 117 York Street Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
Tel:+61 2 9286 8930
Fax:+61 2 9266 0815
mona@tourismoman.com.au jacqui.walshe@southerntravel.com.au
info@tourismoman.com.au
www.tourismoman.com.au

Karl-Marx-Allee 91a, 10243 Berlin, Germany
Te:+49 (0)30 42088012
Fax:+49 (0)30 4225 6286
k.zwiers@interface-net.de scandinavia@oman.travel finland@oman.travel
www.omantourism.de; www.omantourism.dk, www.omantourism.se

Mohamed Elganzoury
Country Manager - Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Sultanate of Oman Ministry of Tourism
P.O BOX 226545 Riyadh 11324 ,Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
M: +966531197126
T: +966 1 4665064
F: +966 1 4660569
ganzoury@alketbigroup.com

www.omantourism.gov.om

Oman Tourism Office UK & Ireland
Alison Cryer - Managing Director
Representation Plus UK Ltd
Representation House 11 blades Court 121 Deorder Road London SW15 2NU UK
Direct line: + 44 208 877 4505
Mobile: + 44 7788 917 077
alison@representationplus.co.uk
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Cartographic production, Design and publication by Ministry of Tourism.
No part of this publication may be reproducted, transmitted or stored in any retrieval system,
in any way or form ,by any means, electronically, photocopied, recorded, or otherwise without prior
permission of the copyright holder.

P.O Box200,Muscat,Postal Code115,MSQ,Sultanate of Oman
Tel: +96822088000,Fax: +96822088483
Email:info@omantourism.gov.om, Visit us at: www.omantourism.gov.om
Tourism call center 80077799

